
INNERgy H2O ION Super Mister…NEW & IMPROVED…with Super-
Energized-Water-Beads…5 times more       powerful       than the original  
Shake the filled water-beads-bottle a few times to activate…Spray your “INNERgized” Water 
liberally, regularly & often: 

 Provides quick direct pain relief when sprayed anywhere on the body  …or a quick shot 
of energy when sprayed on the face & back of neck

 Tightens the skin & significantly lessens wrinkles…NO chemical residue 

 Soothes & significantly softens the skin…helps clear the skin of acne & other blemishes 

 Relieves the burning & itching   of dry-eye plus clears nasal clogging when sprayed directly in eyes & nose

 Kills   nearly all bacteria on contact & most fungus over time 
 Improves   hair & skin conditions such as dry scalp, rough scaly skin

 Accelerates healing of cuts  , scrapes, even serious wounds 
 Relieves   the itch & swelling of mosquito bites, the sting of insect bites, sunburn pain…more 
 Purchase   only once… re-charge occasionally…refill & repeat spraying indefinitely…  

Ordinary water is converted into highly energized Negative ION, Far Infrared Charged, Micro-Cluster-Water …much more easily 
assimilated through the skin than normal water…highly beneficial for a myriad of personal & industrial purposes, even misting consumption

Your INNERgized water is filled with hydrogen ions helping maintain a cleaner environment by neutralizing bacteria & retarding bacterial 
growth. Mist your   indoor and outdoor plants  , flowers   & vegetable garden   regularly & see the healthy results. It’s good for nearly EVERYTHING from 
tables, glass & countertops…to pets,   crops, even livestock…yet most of all…YOU

FINAL FIVE EXCLUSIVE ELEMENTS

1. ONLY INNERgy Products contain out-of-this-world Si Bin & ONLY EverLast INNERgy has the contractual 
distribution rights to Si Bin.  Accept no substitute as there is no substitute.

2. Life expectancy       of the INNERgy H2O ION Super Mister w i th Super-Charged-Water-Beads is 
indefinite  , provided it gets re-charged periodically.

3. To re-charge (INNERgize) your Super-Charged-Water-Beads to optimum performance, place the bottle 
in daylight for a couple of hours once a month or so, or as needed.

4. All EverLast INNERgy Products are made in China, under American Ownership & American 
Supervision of both manufacture & quality-control of finished product .

5. The INNERgy H2O ION Super Mister wi th Super-Charged-Water-Beads comes with a 30-
day money back complete satisfaction guarantee..

Ingredients:
Tourmaline, Si Bin, Maifan, Chromium Potassium Zinc Oxide, plus 30 additional special trace elements

The statements herein have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. The product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.  
Our statements are for informational purposes only & in no way constitute medical advice. Always consult your doctor about your personal health matters.
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